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I would like to Object to the Wisloe Green Proposed plan.
Firstly it goes against all good planing principles, not only will it coalesce Slimbridge
with Cam and Cambridge and maybe even Gossington. It will also change the dynamics of
Slimbridge Parish plonking 75% of the new Parish population in the new Town. This surely
will destroy all the sense of Community and maybe the Communities themselves. Why would
the new community vote to use it's council tax on these outlying regions.
They won't care if when rains the water that was once held in the fields at Wisloe is now
instantly thundering through Slimbridge and flooding it. They won't care about St John's
road being blocked by parents dropping off or picking up kids outside the school or cars
parking on the main road at the Patch. The whole centre of mass of Slimbridge Parish will
be south-east of the A38.
Just using the data from surveys carried out on behalf of the ECT and GCC why is this
being pushed forward. The noise survey said there was too much noise, even though they did
most of it at times when it was at it's quietest. Other surveys said it was more likely to
flood, have more air pollution, more traffic, Water quality would drop, and on and on.
The only pluses were Housing and employment but no one said the Employment would be for
locals, we already have empty Industrial units now! So really all we see from 1500 houses
being built here is there will be more housing, Dah!
This seems to be an quick and easy solution to a complex problem which solves the problem
of housing in one fell swoop but will leave new resident suffering with all the things
that didn't seem so important as just building as many houses as you can in a place where
there aren't enough voters to worry anyone important, yet.
Finally why build even more housing here in the south of the county and what happened to
dispersal?
If this does ahead maybe one of the some of new parishioners will stand for election on
SDC and put a stop to more bad judgements in planing!
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